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Abstract:
Agricultural land abandonment has swelled over the past several decades in Japan, having an alarming implication not only of foiling economic gains, but also of cultural heritage loss, uncertainty of food security, and biodiversity change. In this context, a cross-level coordination of property rights trading has been evolving to curb farmland abandonment and at the same time possibly promote sustainable farmland management. The dissertation aims to investigate how perceptions about values of agricultural land are held by actors and stakeholders across different levels in Japan, and then influence their responses to agricultural landscape management. By conducting an in-depth analysis of property rights re-arrangements in Ishikawa Prefecture of Japan, the study will examine how farmers with different types of property rights perceive farmland and act on their perceptions to feed into property rights re-arrangements, and in turn what consequences a cross-level coordination of property rights trading has particularly at the local level.

Introduction:
Ecosystems and the benefits they provide extend and interact across different levels of social systems, whereas humans are organized at multiple levels as users and managers of the ecosystems. To better facilitate interactions between these different levels, multi-level governance has emerged as a form of environmental governance specifically involving and delineating the interlinkages between the levels. Carefully taking into account the challenges arising from the interactions across different levels such as subsidiarity and dependency, scholars and practitioners have proposed various types of governance strategies including co-management (e.g., Folke et al. 2002; Adger et al. 2005), boundary or bridging organizations (e.g., Folke et al. 2005; Hahn et al. 2006), polycentric governance (e.g., Ostrom 2005; McGinnis 1999), and place-based management (e.g., Norse and Crowder, 2005; Young et al., 2007). These approaches to
multi-level governance deliberately pay attentions to vertical and horizontal interlinkages of human-environment interactions so as to acknowledge, accommodate and bridge the differences resultant from multiple levels, while noting that evolution and outcomes of governance largely rely on the contexts in which the governance mechanisms are embedded (Ostrom, 1990; Brondizio et al., 2009; Cox et al., 2010). Yet, it is less vigilant for how perceptions held by different groups of people at multiple levels permeate or change through multi-level governance and then inform or influence the governance mechanism.

This dissertation inquires about *how perceptions about values of agricultural land are held by actors and stakeholders at different levels in Japan, and then influence their responses to agricultural landscape management*. Agricultural landscapes have been changing over the centuries essentially in connection with human well-being of individuals as well as local, national and international communities. In particular for the past several decades, these landscapes have experienced globally disproportional shifts, being faced with increased global competition of agricultural produce. In Japan, as in many other industrialized countries, farmland has been increasingly abandoned especially over the last few decades, heavily relying on natural resources from abroad. This has implications not only of foiling economic gains from land, but also of cultural heritage loss, uncertainty of food security, and biodiversity change.

In this context, a cross-level coordination of property rights trading has been evolving in Japan to curb farmland abandonment and at the same time possibly promote sustainable farmland management. Inheriting the legacy of the postwar land reform that demolished the feudalistic landlord system to democratize the agrarian societies, Japan’s postwar agricultural land policy has essentially aimed to secure individual farmers’ rights and well-being. Given the farmers’ land ownership is primarily protected and thus mostly immobile across different actors but now is confronted with comparative disadvantages of agricultural sector, some better motivated and/or capacitated farmers have come to engage in cultivating other farmers’ land mostly through farmland leasing. This type of property re-arrangements has evolved from local practices largely on a neighborhood basis. Besides, the agricultural land policy has moved away from stricter restrictions of farmland transactions to broadening the scope of property users so as to allow a wider range of actors including business corporations to join in agricultural practices
through leasing. In particular, a new coordination mechanism was recently introduced at the prefectural level to facilitate matchmaking between owners and potential users of farmland in order to remobilize users in cultivating farmland. To be linked to this coordination mechanism, a locally-based planning procedure was also instituted to collectively identify existing natural and human resources and develop a plan for sustainable agricultural landscape management. This evolving cross-level coordination mechanism offers a case where local and broader institutional arrangements are vertically and horizontally interplayed through property right re-arrangements to link between goals and interests of actors and stakeholders at different levels.

Among various actors involved in governing agricultural landscapes, this study takes farmers (i.e. farmland property owners and/or users) as a point of departure to investigate how their perceptions permeate or change by contacting their external world in the course of making decisions on actions or inactions of executing their property rights. Agricultural land is a domain where human and natural resources are potentially capitalized in association with a certain property regime. In the historical setting of the postwar Japan where farmers’ land ownership is fundamentally protected, farmers have been primary decision makers on whether to make farmland used or abandoned. Yet, even today agricultural societies feature not a total individualism, but rather communal characteristics with which collective decisions and actions are often made on the use of land and water bodies to mange agricultural landscapes. Nevertheless, the mode of collective actions, for instance as in the case of property re-arrangements, have been changing in the recent decades along with agricultural abandonment by which an increased number of farmers have lost motivation or interests in farmland to be used as it was. In this regard, the dissertation sees farmers not simply as a beneficiary or a passive reactor of agricultural landscape governance, but as a decision-maker to act or not to act on their perceptions developed either individually or socially in governing agricultural landscapes.

With a view to understanding how the actors/stakeholders at different levels perceive values of farmland and why and how they act (or not act) on their perceptions, the study intends to address the following questions: 1) how do farmers perceive values of agricultural land particularly in connection with their property rights, and how different are their perceptions from those held by other actors/stakeholders at multiple levels (such as those in community,
municipal, regional, prefectural and national levels)?; 2) how farmers and other actors respond to their perceptions, and what challenges and opportunities do they have in deciding their actions or inactions on farmland?; and 3) what outcome has been emerging out of the cross-level interactions between the actors involved in farmland property rights re-arrangements, and how does it affect in turn farmers’ perceptions and livelihoods?

To address these questions, I will conduct an in-depth case study in Ishikawa Prefecture, which, as many other prefectures out of the metropolitan regions, has experienced incremental agricultural abandonment particularly in its rural parts while more recently gaining a considerable regional momentum of sustainable agricultural landscape management. This prefecture consists of two geographically and culturally contrasting rural regions. As such, the dissertation focuses on a case of Ishikawa Prefecture that features more or less typical agricultural abandonment of Japan, whereas two distinctive regional cases are embedded. These comparative studies within a prefecture will allow me to understand local and regional specificities under the same organizational structure and culture at the national and prefectural levels. Primary data will be first collected through semi-structured face-to-face interviews with farmers who are involved in agricultural landscape management, particularly in property rights re-arrangement activities. From this interview survey where I will also ask the farmers to refer me to their contacts at different levels, I will map out actors and agencies related to property rights re-arrangement activities, taking advantage of the snowball sampling strategy. Using this map, I will hold focus group interviews with these actors and agencies at different levels, in addition to undertaking semi-structured face-to-face interviews with them so as to understand how perceptions of farmland in connection with property rights are expressed, shared and exchanged socially as well as individually. Likewise, field observations on community meetings will be conducted to understand how perceptions are expressed and shared particularly among farmers and others at the local level. Furthermore, secondary data will be collected through policy documents, official website, meeting minutes and local and national newspapers to discern the trends and status of farmland property rights trading (e.g., size, volume, and types of farmland transaction) as well as the historical traits of the evolving cross-level coordination mechanism, and the local, regional and nation contexts behind such evolution.
**Literature Review:**

Literature of multi-level governance has been evolving along with increasing globalization particularly in the past decade. Today we know ample cases of environmental governance failure resulting from inappropriately accounting the scale and cross-scale dynamics in human-environment systems (Cash et al. 2006). Moreover, even long-lived human-environment systems, which historically adapted their institutional configurations to a variety of natural and social disturbances, are no longer immune to accelerated changes of a globalized world (Janssen, et al. 2007). Noting the cross-scale problems of resource-use systems of which functional interdependencies are amplifying due to economic globalization and global environmental change (Brondizio et al, 2009), an accumulation of empirical studies illuminates mismatches between different scales and levels, and draws key strategies for successful exploitation of cross-scale or cross-level opportunities of environmental governance, such as knowledge co-production, mediation, translation, negotiation, participation, accountability, leadership, and learning and trust (Cash et al., 2006; Folke, 2007; Armitage, 2008). Further, while suggesting the contextual forces and policy narratives often impede operationalization of these strategies, scholars have also theorized dominant mechanisms or guiding principles of governing cross-scale interaction of human-environment systems, such as co-management, boundary or bridging organizations, polycentric governance, and place-based management.

Elaborating on the cross-scale or cross-level mismatch problems of environmental governance, literature highlights multiple cognitive types of scales (i.e., dimensions used in measuring and analyzing phenomena — including spatial, temporal, jurisdictional scales), on each of which different levels (i.e., specific positions on any given scale) are posited (e.g., the spatial scale ranges from a cleared patch of farmland to landscape, regional and global levels) (Cash et al. 2006; Brondizio et al. 2009). It also notes that further complexity is added to the problems through interactions of human-environment systems within and across these different scales and levels. Further, multi-level governance literature conceptualizes challenges arising from these mismatch problems in terms of knowledge, information and cognition (Duraiappah et al. 2014; Cash et al. 2006), institutional fit and boundaries (Duriappah et al. 2014; Young 2003;
Folke et al. 1998; Dietz et al. 2003), and authority and sanctions (Acheson, 2006; Berkes 2007; Ostrom, 2007; Young 1994). To deal with these challenges, a growing attention is paid to understanding and minimizing or curtailing the gaps existing in the mismatch problems at the best possible effort so as to govern increasingly inter-dependent cross-scale/level resource-use systems in a more sustainable manner.

To this growing literature of multi-level governance, this study is intended to situate its contributions mainly in two lines: 1) possibilities of changes in perceptions or discovery of new meaning about farmland through multi-level governance; and 2) a role of property rights and responsibilities in governing agricultural landscapes across multiple levels. These two lines are particularly relevant and potentially significant in the context of Japanese agricultural landscapes where farmland has been increasingly abandoned, instead of being seen as valuable resources by those interested in competing for. By addressing these two issues, the study attempts to contribute to advancing the concept of commons.

In the first line, this study argues that multi-level governance may not only fill a gap of knowledge, information and cognitions held by actors at multiple levels, but also intersubjectively change or reconstruct the meaning of a natural resource and its use systems. As the literature of co-management points to, an increased number of scholars are also attentive to possibilities of knowledge co-production through which context-specific knowledge networks produce locally relevant knowledge (Cash et al., 2003; Davidson-Hunt and O’Flaherty, 2007; Berkes, 2009). It usefully highlights the significance of practical tools and objects and strategic principles in intermediating in and bridging of natural resource-use systems across levels. Yet, it is much less examined whether and how perceptions held by different actors can intersubjectively change and to what extent a meaning of natural resources and their use systems can be construct or re-constructed. By examining pathways of perceptions and responses (i.e. action and inaction) through a lens of multi-level governance, the study attempts to investigate not only whether a knowledge/information gap is filled out, but also to what extent those perceptions remain or change in the course of their involvement in governance and whether any new insights emerge particularly in the context of farmland abandonment.
Specifically, the study pays attention to an emancipatory role of rational exercise in cognitive process where human reflection serves to question and deconstruct the concepts and identify the possibilities for development (Calhoun, 1995; Baert, 2005; Brenner, 2009). At the same time, however, it cautiously looks into human cognition subjective to various constraints or barriers including political, economic, social and physical ones. In this regard, given that property rights as a human invention largely control, determine and legitimize human cognition of natural resources, the dissertation will focus on how property rights of farmland interplay with fluid and ever-changing cognitive processes where humans and their knowledge contact the external world including other humans and non-human things. The study treats property right systems not necessarily as an instrumental arena or mode that offers a “formula” for any particular course of social change (Brenner, 2009), but as a part of multi-level governance transcending perception-response processes interchangeably while sometimes posing certain rigid constraints or barriers.

Also related to this point, on the second front, the study attempts to elaborate on how property rights and responsibility associated with farmland and agricultural landscapes are configured and interlinked in multi-level governance. Literature of property rights has become more attentive to dynamic, conditional, contextual and diverse features of property rights, as Ostrom and colleagues explicated the drama of the commons rather than the tragedy (Ostrom et al., 2002). Instead of always maximizing their own gains without referring to the needs and expectations of others, a variety of cases evidence that actors often corporate with each other and the cooperation renders highly effective resource management and wealth production (e.g., Berkes, 1989; Ostrom et al., 2002). Also, departing from “full blooded ownership,” an increased attention goes into a moral obligation of property owners even to the environment and future generations, not limited to the conventional wisdom of not causing harm to other right holders (Martin and Verbeek, 2002: p2). At the same time, property rights are still powerful and often respected given the beliefs that support them as well as the shared expectations and understanding of what the content of the rights is supposed to be (Martin and Verbeek, 2002).

In particular, a nexus between property rights and responsibilities across multiple levels is propounded as “nested enterprises” as the eighth of the institutional design principles that serve
to make environmental governance arrangements robust (Ostrom 1990; Dietz et al. 2003; Niamir-Fuller, 1998; Trawick 2001). Although this eighth principle offers a useful idea about linking property rights and responsibilities across different levels, this area is yet to be further elaborated on, for instance, in terms of building up social capital to link multi-level governance systems (Brondizio, et al. 2009). By examining how property rights are traded and re-arranged across levels in connection with perceptions (involving moral obligations, responsibilities, expectations and risks) held by actors/stakeholders at different levels, this study intends to contribute to delineating the concept of nested enterprises. Further, given the agricultural landscapes in Japan lie in the context of more of resource abandonment than resource scarcity, the study attempts to contribute to advancing the concept of commons by elucidating what interests or stakes the right holders and others identify and to whom right holders and others perceive to be responsible or expect of in such a context.

**Background:**

Along with the postwar transformation of Japan from a largely rural and agrarian society to an industrialized and urban one, agricultural abandonment has become a prominent phenomenon across the country.¹ This has posed socio-economic and environmental challenges to the country and particularly its rural communities – including food production and security heavily relying on natural resources from abroad, declining public services in sparsely populated rural communities, and expansion of wild animal population and invasive pest species in rural regions.² To cope with these increased challenges over the past decades, the Japanese agricultural land system has undergone a great shift in creating liquidity in farmland transactions and

---

¹ The ratio of abandoned agricultural land continuously increased threefold for the past 30 years nationwide, while the ratio of abandoned farmland, for instance, between 1995 and 2005 for all the four categories of farmland shows substantial increase (i.e. urban (179%), flat (146%), hilly (158%), and mountainous (155%) farmlands). (The ratio of abandoned agricultural land = (Area of abandoned agricultural land) / (Area of managed arable land + Area of abandoned agricultural land) X100) (Ministry of Agricultural, Forestry and Fisheries, Japan, 2011).

² For instance, the food self-sufficiency ratio based on the caloric indices decreased from 79 per cent in 1960 to 39 per cent in 2012 which was the lowest level among the OECD countries (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Japan, 2013a). Also, agrarian communities are largely characterized with decreasing and aging population where public and social services (i.e. transportation, medical and educational services) have become less available (e.g. Inoue et al., 1990; Takeda, et al., 2013). Natural succession in abandoned land has brought wild animals closer to human habitation, causing wildlife damage to crops that is estimated more than JPY 2,300 million (USD 22 million) in 2013, while the absence of cultivation practices allows for propagation of invasive pest species (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Japan, 2013b).
facilitating farmland consolidation for agricultural productivity and economic efficiency. For instance, after more than 60 amendments since its establishment in 1952 following the postwar land reform, the amendment of the Agricultural Land Law in 2009 finally allowed for the shift in its focus from “ownership” to “use” by easing the restrictions of transferring land use rights from owners to other stakeholders including business corporations (Hori, 2012). Furthermore, the ecosystem approach including citizens’ participation has been increasingly employed in planning and management of agricultural landscapes at the local and regional levels of Japan in the past few decades (Duraiappah et al., 2012). Also, the notion of multifunctionality of agriculture with the strong emphasis on its environmental and social contributions has become frequently used in the policy discussion and negotiation at the national and international levels. As such, there has been a certain momentum in governing agricultural landscapes to sustain and enhance the environmental contributions of agricultural practices while consolidating farmland so as to maintain or improve economic viability of agriculture.

In this context, to facilitate farmland transactions, the Farmland Ownership Rationalization Corporations (FORC) was first introduced in 1970 at the prefectural level as an intermediary between those motivated in agricultural production practices but without farmland and those with farmland ownership but incapable or unmotivated in such practices. The FORC system served to hold farmland for a while for mediating in trading ownership (or lending/leasing rights but with a less focus). In this system, farmland transactions were made mostly through the contracts between buyers and sellers on an individual basis where the public coordination rendered procedural and technical support for attaining better economy of scale. Yet, this system appeared to function less successfully due to various problems including

---

3 The Agricultural Land Law, which was established in 1952, largely institutionalize the outcome of the Land Reform undertaken upon the end of World War II (Shimizu, 2007), although Sekiya (2002: 1) argues that it rendered compilation of the pre-war and war-time laws related to agricultural land while admitting the Agricultural Land Law certainly also aimed to sustain the outcome of the Land Reform.

4 The multifunctional concept of agriculture was first introduced internationally in the OECD Ministerial Communiqué in March 1998 with the proposition that agric-policies should allow agriculture to manifest its multifunctional character as agricultural activity provides environmental benefits such as land conservation, biodiversity preservation and socio-economic viability of rural areas beyond its primary function of food production (Turk et al., 2005; Amano, 2014). Subsequently this notion has come to be used in the agricultural policies in Japan (Amano, 2014).

increased risks in loss on a trade given the decreasing farmland prices, and discrepancy of needs and expectations between the two parties. To improve farmland management in a more participatory and reflexible way, a new planning procedure called Community Agricultural Master Plan (CAMP) was initiated in 2012 to allow for local inclusive decision making on agricultural landscape management specifically at the municipal level. Through this planning procedure, the stakeholders are given a role in managing agricultural landscapes to collectively identify existing natural and human resources and develop a plan for sustainable agriculture and rural development. This was further followed by the launching of the farmland bank program in 2014 where the planning outcome is to be implemented at the prefectural level to facilitate better matchmaking for farmland leasing and possibly to expand farm size. Learning from the previous lessons, this newly introduced mechanism is focused on farmland leasing instead of buying and selling, and is intended to pool the needs and expectations of both potential renters and lenders rather than promoting direct negotiations/transactions between two parties.

Besides these official institutions that have been introduced by the government to facilitate farmland transactions, informal practices of property rights re-arrangements have been preceded or developed in parallel. My preliminary field visit conducted in summer 2015 identified that some farmers motivated and/or better capacitated came to engage in cultivating farmland owned by those (mostly neighbors) who were incapable or unmotivated in agricultural practices also mostly through a direct negotiation and contract of farmland leasing. Those farmers engaging in cultivating others’ land through leasing contracts involved not only owner farmers who have been locally based for a relatively long time, but also new farmers such as business corporations and other interested groups or individuals in agricultural practices. In fact, following the legislative changes that broadened the scope of those entitled with farmland use rights, the types of farmers have become diversified, increasingly involving business

---

6 Referred to <http://www.maff.go.jp/j/keiei/koukai/kikou/pdf/kikou_qanda.pdf> (p1)

7 In particular, the revision of the Agricultural Land Law in 2001 gave legal approval to business corporations being as a form of agricultural production legal persons, and its latest amendment in 2009 allowed any general corporations including business corporations to newly enter into farming (Nishimura, 2013; Yukitomo, 2013).
An increased number of agricultural production persons (i.e. legal persons eligible to purchase and sell farmland upon an approval by prefectural governments) have taken a form of business corporates, while business corporates from other sectors have stepped into farming. Further, the types and objectives of business corporations entering into farming have been changing. Despite these expansion and diversification, these corporates have been faced with several challenges, including financial/budgetary deficits, difficulties with consolidating a sizable sum of farmland, and a lack of experience, knowledge and technologies in farming at a specific location.

**Research Design:**

1) **Hypotheses and Analyses:**

The central research question is how different actors involved in property right re-arrangements (i.e. farmland leasing contract arrangements) at different levels perceive values of agricultural land and why and how they act (or not act) on their perceptions? My hypothesis is that the actors at different levels (also with different types of property rights) perceive values of farmland differently, but change their perceptions by contacting their external world while pursuing their own rational exercise and reflections throughout the process of property rights re-arrangements, and then influence their response to agricultural landscape management to some extent. In the course of perception-response processes of property rights re-arrangements, the actors may

---

8 Agricultural production legal persons as a form of business corporates increased from 120 in 2005 to 3,169 in 2013 (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 2013a). While a total of 250 business corporates entered into farming through leasehold contracts during the 7 years between 2003 and 2009 (i.e. after the 2003 establishment of the Special Districts and before the 2009 amendment of the Agricultural Land Law), another set of 1,060 corporates entered in such contracts as of December 2014 after the 2009 amendment (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 2014).

9 Before the 2009 law amendment, nearly 40 per cent of the business corporates entering into farming were those in the construction industry, most of which aimed at ensuring job security given its declining economy. However, since 2009, the types have diversified - including food, manufacturing, retailing, and distribution industries -, while their objectives also become diverse - including those to differentiate or brand their products, fulfill corporate social responsibility, and improve their corporate image (Sadakiyo, 2012).

10 Based on the statistics, Sadakiyo (2012) shows that on average, corporate bodies engaging in farming (including agricultural production legal persons and corporate entities engaging in farming) continuously run a budget deficit between 2006 and 2010 and largely rely on subsidies. Also, though the share of productive agricultural land managed by corporate bodies increased from 0.4% in 1990 to 4.2% in 2010, these challenges are reported - including the difficulties with consolidating a sizable sum of farmland and the lack of farmland owners making their land available for leasehold contracts (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 2013b). Further, Muroya (2013) points out that business corporates newly entered from other than the agriculture sector in general lack agricultural technology and knowledge and hardly secure stable yield under the recent extreme weathers due to climate change.
exercise discursive, emergent and emancipatory way of thinking to perceive farmland and identify an alternative meaning of it, while they may confront political, economic, social and physical constraints that also affect their cognitive capacity. In particular, in terms of the ownership of farmland, farmers’ perceptions may be highly susceptible to their responsibilities either or both not to abuse their own property rights or/and to respond to other’s expectations, needs and esteems toward farmland and property rights. At the same time, they may also execute their rights to improve their own well-being. The study also hypothesizes that the perceptions are expressed and shared not only individually but also socially albeit possibly to a limited extent, then transform intersubjectively, and in turn inform or influence their responses to governing agricultural landscapes throughout the multi-level interactions of different actors/stakeholders.

To address this central question, the study will first examine how farmers (i.e. farmland property owners and/or users), as a primary decision maker on farmland use, perceive agricultural land. Specifically, it will ask what kind of rights and responsibility or obligation they perceive in association with their farmland, and whom they feel responsible for. Furthermore, it will inquire what kind of constraints and/or opportunities they perceive in executing their property rights. In comparison with these farmers’ perceptions about farmland, it will also ask similar questions to other actors/stakeholders involved in property right re-arrangements at multiple levels (e.g., agricultural committees, agricultural cooperatives, municipalities, regional agricultural associations, intermediary agencies, prefectural officials, and national government agencies), with a particular attention to their distinctive roles and missions in managing agricultural landscapes. Comparison between the perceptions held by different actors/stakeholders will be focused on differences or similarities in terms of types of rights, responsibilities, obligations, values, benefits, interests, expectations and risks that are expressed individually and shared and exchanged socially.

Second, the study will investigate how farmers act or does not act on their perceptions in executing their property rights, and why and how they do so. Particularly with regard to a pathway moving from their perceptions into action or inaction, I will inquire about challenges and opportunities they perceive to be faced with, and also whether and how they share or communicate such perceptions with others. Also, in the case of taking an action, I will inquire
about what process or mechanism they opt to execute their property rights and why they do so. Again to be compared and interlined with these farmers’ perceptions and actions/inactions, I will pose similar questions to the other actors/stakeholders, paying attention to their different capacities of acting on their perceptions, and the ways and purposes of their actions (e.g., how and why they support, facilitate, or impeding property rights re-arrangements). For analyses, it will examine differences or similarities as well as interlinkages between the perceptions-actions/inactions held by different actors/stakeholders in terms of capacities, nature of challenges and opportunities, availability of options, responsibilities, expectations and risks.

Third, it will evaluate outcome of the cross-level interactions between the actors/stakeholders throughout the property rights re-arrangements. While the study will evaluate social, political, economic, and environmental outcomes at multiple levels, I will specifically investigate whether and how perceptions of farmland held by different actors/stakeholders change in the course of property rights trading, and then whether there is any means or evidence by which such changes also influence their responses to agricultural landscape management. Also, among different levels, the study will in particular pay attention to local consequences of the cross-level interactions, and will examine if there are any disproportional changes in access to and benefits from farmland and well-being of local actors/stakeholders.

2) Research Design Rationale:

- Case Study:
The dissertation will employ case study where two regional areas are included in one prefecture of Japan while multiple units of analyses are inter-linked at the community, local, regional, and national levels in Japan. The case study approach fits the primary focus of the study on the perceptions of farmland, which are essentially associated with place-based specificity and contexts that are investigated and analyzed as a part of the emerging governance mechanism (Yin, 2009; Flyberg, 2006). Additionally, in order to examine the historical traits and underlying contexts of the evolving governance mechanism during the past several decades, the study will include archival analyses to understand the temporal dimension of the case (Yin, 2009). In particular, to deepen the understanding of the cross-level interactions of human-environment
systems and its historical transformation, it will employ the multi-level perspective, which provides a useful framework by distinguishing different analytical and heuristic levels but integrating findings from different sources of knowledge and information in an “appreciative” way (Geels, 2002: 1259, Geels, 2005; Nelson, 1995: 50). With the multi-level perspective, “the different levels are not ontological descriptions of reality, but analytical and heuristic concepts” to understand the complex dynamics of change (Geels, 2002: 1259). With this perspective, the study will use multiple sub-cases in the two regions where farmers and other actors/stakeholders at different levels are involved in agricultural landscape management, particularly property rights re-arrangements, in order to delineate interlinkages at different levels as well as to understand multi-level dynamisms.

The case study will focus on Ishikawa Prefecture, located in the central part and on the west coast side of Japanese archipelago. As many other prefectures out of the metropolitan regions, this prefecture has experienced population decline and aging as well as severe agriculture abandonment in its rural parts, while gaining a considerable regional momentum of sustainable agricultural. The prefecture includes two geographically and culturally contrasting rural regions lying north and south, between which the urban area extends: the hilly region on the peninsula in the north (Noto region), and the alluvial plain formed by the rivers running from the steep mountains in the south (Kaga region). In particular, the rural landscapes of Noto region was designated as a site for Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems (GIAHS) by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) in June 2011 together with another site for the first time in Japan. This designation shows international recognition of social and ecological importance of the agricultural practices in the region, as the GIAHS initiative aims to foster an integrated approach to combining sustainable agriculture and rural development and to promote public awareness and understanding of the agricultural systems.

11 In Ishikawa Prefecture, population engaged in farming continuously decreased since 1960s (59.4% decrease from 1960 to 2006), and the ratio of elderly farmers at least 60 years old increased from 30.5% in 1983 to 79.8% in 2004 (Japan Satoyama Satsumi Assessment - Hokushinetsu Cluster, 2010). Also, the agricultural abandonment ratio (the ratio of abandoned farmland to total farmland) increased from 5.4% in 1995 to 8.7% in 2005 in the prefecture (cf. 4.2% in Kaga region, 13.9% in Noto region, and 5.8% on the national average in 2005) (Japan Satoyama Satsumi Assessment - Hokushinetsu Cluster, 2010).

12 Noto region in the north generally refers to the area identical with the former province “Noto no Kuni” established as both an administrative unit and a geographic region in the historical law system in the era of Pre-Modern Japan (around AD 710-1910), while Kaga region in the south refers to that called “Kaga no Kuni.”
where rich biodiversity evolves from sound social-ecological relationships (Koohafkan and Altieri, 2011). Further, the prefectural government has been promoting biodiversity management and agricultural heritage revival as part of its development strategy. This strategy is featured in the Ishikawa Biodiversity Strategic Vision published in March 2011, and also as in the formation of a cross-sector office within its Environment Department in April 2011 to promote and implement this vision (Ishikawa Prefecture, 2011). Thus the prefecture houses a unique local and regional momentum for sustainable agriculture and rural development with the international recognition, while having undergone significant agricultural abandonment in its rural regions.

Specifically, it will select multiple cases of farmland property rights re-arrangements based on the distinctive characters of farmers involved in such re-arrangement activities. As the Agricultural Land Law was amended to broaden the scope of actors who engage in cultivation practices, the governance system now involves new farmers such as business corporations, in addition to the owner farmers who have been locally based for long (Muroya, 2010; Waki and Okayama, 2011; Ogata, 2013). The study will collect a list of farmers involved in property right re-arrangement activities from relevant agencies, and then select several cases of agricultural landscape governance where different types of farmers are involved - such as a locally based owner farmer, new farming enterprise organized by people moving from the urban area, a business corporation that recently entered into the agricultural sector. This selection of cases attempts to maximize “variation” among those involved in property right re-arrangements in consideration of geographical and cultural distinctions of different regions. On one hand, it intends to capture “criticality” in the sense that some farmers are involved in promoting agricultural heritage revival and sustainable agricultural practices (i.e. such an emerging sustainable governance “most likely” occurs) (Flyberg, 2009: 230-233). On the other, as the regions have been experiencing significant agricultural abandonment, which is of national concern, it attempts to involve the “paradigmatic" cases of agricultural abandonment in this regard (Flyberg, 2009: 230-233).

- Validities and Limitations:

Case study involving a single case or a small-number of cases renders context-specific
knowledge on processes of change as well as mechanisms (Yin, 2009; Flyberg, 2006). Furthermore, a small-n case study, even if only includes a few cases, allows for examining similarities and differences of outcomes across cases so as to draw more robust and compelling findings (Yin, 2009). However, it is often criticized in terms of its validity. The criticism is largely on the grounds that less formalized and less standardized characteristics of its technical design leave more freedom to the researcher for both data-gathering and data-analysis (Verschuren, 2003; Yin, 2009). First, there is often a concern over internal validity (i.e. the problem of establishing a causal relationships between various factors within a case). A number of variables that are not directly observed by the researcher may actually lead to the dependent variable that the study seeks to explain (Yin, 2009). In this regard, although identifying all independent variables is infeasible, an explanatory power may increase by identifying even a limited number of proximate variables. Yin (2009) suggests several analytic tactics including pattern matching, explanation building, addressing rival explanations, and using logic models. Throughout the processes of examining data, the study attempts to explicate the outcomes of the cases in an iterative and refining manner by bringing in theoretical replications and rival explanations to address the threats to internal validity to a maximum extent.

Another common criticism of case study is the problem of generalization, which primarily stems from a small number of research unites as well as specificity of individual cases (Verschuren, 2003; Flyvbjerg, 2006; Lin, 1998). Some scholars argue that case study relays on theoretical generalization, instead of statistical generalization, that is drawn based on theoretical knowledge and in-depth analyses of a case or a few cases (Verschuren, 2003; Yin, 2009; Bertaux and Thompson, 1997). This argument stands in this study, given that it attempts to generalize a set of findings to a broader theory of multi-level governance with a special attention to the perceptions of farmland held by actors/stakeholders, that are inseparably associated to a place and contexts. Nevertheless, theoretical generalization could be more rigorous if a theory is repeatedly tested (Yin, 2009). Therefore, the study will make efforts in replicating the findings in the sub-cases through the semi-structured methods.

Furthermore, in order to deal with potential threats to construct validity (e.g., subjective judgements of the researcher, lack of operational measures for the concepts being studied) and
reliability, the study will follow several procedural steps and protocols. These include the clear definition of concepts being studied, the identification of operational measures for the concepts, the use of multiple sources of evidence (i.e. triangulation\textsuperscript{13}), the development and use of a protocol that documents the research procedures, the development of case study database, and the review of the research results by key informants (Yin, 2009; Mathison, 1998). Also, given the combination of case study and archival analyses, the study will benefit from both reactive (e.g., interviews, observations) and non-reactive (e.g. documents, archival sources) data and information. Yet, despite the non-reactive aspects of archival sources and documents that could be escaped from intersubjectivity between the researcher and the researched, those non-reactive data contains biases in respect of filtering through the authors (Lake and Zitcer, 2012; Shopes, 2003). In order to address such biases existing between the researcher, the researched, and the authors, the study will elucidate the contexts, the intersubjectivity, and the authority of authorship, if any, underlying the data and information.

\textbf{3) Data Collection and Data Analyses:}

The time period of the study covers the postwar era of Japan, but with specific focuses on the period from 1970 (in which the former Farmland Ownership Rationalization Corporations (FORC) was introduced) and that of the last few years since the launch of the farmland bank program in 2014. While informal practices of property right re-arrangements have been undertaken somewhat continuously over the past several decades, the introduction of these formal institutions may have given thresholds in evolving multi-level coordination of property rights re-arrangements. The main data collection methods will include semi-structured and focused group interviews, archival studies, document reviews, meeting observations and surveys.

First, to understand the perceptions held individually by farmers and other actors/stakeholders, I will conduct semi-structured interviews, which render flexibility according to the flow of conversation, but also provide at least certain structure to explore and compare details across the cases (Weiss, 1994). Sample of farmers are selected based on the list of farmers

\textsuperscript{13} As Mathison (1988: 16-17) elaborates, here I attempt to evaluate the outcomes of triangulation in terms of convergence, inconsistency, and contradictory as explicitly as possible by filtering them through knowledge gained from the immediate data, the contexts, and understandings of the large social world throughout all the research process.
involved in property rights re-arrangement activities, which will be collected from the relevant agencies such as intermediate organizations and municipal and prefectural governments. For identifying and selecting other actors/stakeholders for the interviews, the study will draw on snowball sampling strategy where I will start with the farmers so as to be refereed to other informants at different levels. As snowball sampling relays on a limited number of initial contacts and thus tends to systematically exclude those outside of the network, I will validate the preliminary results with a few additional key stakeholders involved in the property rights re-arrangements as well as with scholarly literature and official documents. With this information, I will map out actors and agencies related to property rights re-arrangement activities at different levels.

Second, to understand the perceptions held socially by the actors/stakeholders, I will undertake field observations of meetings such as community meetings, agricultural committee meetings at the local level, and also will conduct focused group interviews with the stakeholders mapped out across different levels. In addition, I will review meeting minutes and records to understand interactions among actors and stakeholders particularly occurred in the past. For analyses, it will pay attention to how perceptions are expressed, shared and exchanged socially and whether there are any observable constraints in holding and sharing perceptions on social occasions.

Third, the study will undertake archival analyses, drawing on materials such as policy documents, official website, meeting minutes and local and national newspapers to understand historical traits of evolving cross-level coordination mechanism, its staged outcome, and the local, regional and nation contexts behind such evolution. Also, to statistically discern the trends and status of farmland property rights trading, the data related to size, volume, and types of farmland transactions will be also collected. Archival analyses will help excavate historical records and reveal supporting or impeding events with time-related information of evolving multi-level governance.

Lastly, the study will conduct the community surveys where property right re-arrangements are held. This aims to identify how the community members evaluate the property right re-arrangements in each case particularly in terms of their accessibility to and benefits
gained from the agricultural landscapes. It will also specifically inquire whether how their perceptions have changed over time with or without their involvement in property rights re-arrangements. Sample will include randomly selected community members in addition to the farmers directly participated in the property right re-arrangements. Sample will be drawn from the list, which will be most obtained from an agricultural committee and/or cooperate with which a community is associated.

Throughout the data collection processes, I will collect and refer to secondary data such as policy documents and scholarly literature to corroborate the findings obtained through the above methods. The interviews will be transcribed (possibly audio-recorded under the consent of interviewees), while the field notes will be taken during the field observations at the meetings and events. The interview transcription and other data collected from the field observation will be coded, listed and categorized to identify differences or similarities as well as interlinkages among the cases. Finally, it will evaluate the outcomes of each case and at the same time examine why the outcomes are different across the cases, with an attention to contextual forces and variables supporting or impeding the emerging governance of agricultural landscapes so as to draw implications of agricultural policies and planning.

**Final Comments:**

The study focuses on multi-level coordination mechanism for farmland property rights re-arrangements, which has been emerging in the past several decades in Japan. In particular the coordination mechanism was recently renewed with the system of farmland bank launched as a part of new agricultural policy in Japan. By investigating the perception-response pathways held by actors/stakeholders involved in property right re-arrangements at multiple levels, the dissertation aims to examine possibilities and limitations of the emerging multi-level governance mechanism for agricultural landscape management. In this regard, the study will help shape agricultural land policy to be reflexible of knowledge, information and cognitions/perceptions held by actors/stakeholders at multiple levels in Japan and beyond. Furthermore, with a focus of the cases in Ishikawa Prefecture, the study aims to examine local needs, realities and consequences of property rights re-arrangements in the social political economic and
environmental terms, but more specifically in respect of access to and benefit from farmland. Thus, it will help facilitate developing policies, plans and strategies to be equitable and sustainable and to be attentive to local contexts and consequences. Intellectually, it will contribute to the growing literature of multi-level governance particularly in light of perceptual changes and perception-response pathways as well as the nexus between property rights and responsibility in governing agricultural landscapes at multiple levels. Given the focus on farmland that has been increasingly abandoned, it will also provide an opportunity to re-examine the concept of commons in the context of agricultural land abandonment.
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